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L’Auriga® is a non-profit organisation focused on “Integrated Equestrian
Activities”.
Founded in 1993, L’Auriga is active in:
Reducing the risk of social deviancy in minors.
Training specialised operators.
Organising work- or rehabilitation-stages.
Carrying out therapeutical or rehabilitation programs for persons with handicap or
psychical troubles.
• Preventing early troubles of behaviour.
• Supporting social integration also as a meeting between diversities.
• Promoting ethological methods of horse dressing, in the respect of the animal
dignity.
•
•
•
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The Association has developed a large range of interventions, structured in four main
areas:

1) EQUESTRIAN SPORT AND LEISURE

• Pony Club
• Equitation for adults/ elders
• Vaulting, as a propedeutic activity to equitation and an effective mean for
children to know the horse in a soft approach. Children from 3 to 8 work in a team
with the horse, that becomes a sort of “common domain” -and a common friendinstead of an individual property.
The Association also organises horse summer camps for children –handicapped and
not- in cooperation with the Health local authorities.

2) THERAPY THROUGH THE HORSE

• Therapy and Rehabilitation
The main objective of this kind of activities, is to help the social integration through
the sport. People with physical or mental handicap follow a regular sport activity,
structured on their specifical problem and enabling them to have an effective
relationship with “others” in the Centre: horses, operators, “normal” people. The
same situation is created for people with problems of social-psychological diseases.
The Association has a decennial experience in cooperation with institutions: Town of
Rome, County of Rome and Department Lazio.
• Support activities to the person and the family
Everyone is actually a “system”: family and society are behind him/her. That’s why
L’Auriga doesn’t work only on the “person with problems” but also on the context in
which he/she lives.
• Courses to form operators, job opportunities
The Association forms operators, in basic equestrian competences and specifical
therapeutical training, offering them the possibility, once they complete the course, to
work in the Centre.
• Work stages
L’Auriga employs also problematic people in work-stages, in order to (re)insert them
in a normal context of life and social intercourse.
• Horse training
At L’Auriga horses are trained not only for sport and leisure: the Association forms
some horses especially to work with disabled people. They will stay at the Centre, or
continue their “professional life” elsewhere, in similar centres.
3) RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The Association promotes every initiative meant to grow knowledges and techniques
in equestrian activities, especially concerning the scientific research in the
therapeutical-rehabilitative area.
L’Auriga has produced scientifical and didactic works, presented in meetings and
conventions, in Italy and Europe.
Also, the Association organised initiatives to prevent and to take care of handicap.
4) ORGANIZATION OF MEETINGS AND SHOWS TO PROMOTE THE ASSOCIATION
AND ITS TARGETS.

Our horses
At L’Auriga, horses are not work instruments, but colleagues, with which we
communicate experiences. The following “equine records” want to reaffirm that, just
like man, every horse is unique and unrepeatable, for its qualities, its personality and,
over all, for its interaction with environment. No sentimentalism: L’Auriga is
engaged to guarantee its horses a dignified life and an employment adequate to
psycho-physical condition. L’Auriga looks for every possible alternative to
slaughtering, when horses are not able anymore to work in the Centre.

All Right
Trotter of good level, All Right got to L’Auriga
thanks to its owner, who wanted to give him a quiet
maturity after his racing life. When he arrived, he
couldn’t gallop: now he has discovered the fastest
gait, and enjoys it. Careful, clever and nice with
people, a little less with other horses: but he is the
only stallion (forget Pedro), and he wants the others
to remember it. He likes kids, that like him.
Of good level, All Right got to L’Auriga di buon livello, All
Right è arrivato da noi quando il proprietario, preoccupato di
garantirgli una serena maturità fuori dal mondo delle gare, ce lo
ha affidato. Trotta benissimo, ovviamente, con un ritmo che
lascia capire da dove arriva. Non galoppava, sta imparando dopo
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carrots and cuddles. Good tempered, with people as with
horses. He lives in the same paddock with Luzifer (see
report), he likes jumping, and does it with energy.

Capataz is half-brother of Campeòn, with whom he shares
stubbornness. Brilliant and sensitive, he’s following a
rehabilitation programme as a patient. Bought in 1999, he
immediately showed the effects of a traumatic training: fear
of man and ambient, autolesionism and defensive attitudes
on requests. After the rieducation, based on “Non-predatory
communication”® he’s now waiting for a rider to
accompany him in the exploration of the world.

Cherry Plum owes her name to her colour, a reddish bay.
She’s a pony lady (oops, miss), a little too shy: she gives
her best when encouraged by her rider’s assurance. The last
arrived, she’s almost closed her acclimatation period to gain
confidence in the ambient of the Centre. This year she will
be part of the agonistic team.

Darco del Vergante
Darco with C, nothing to do with the giant rabbit in
Donnie Darko, went to L’Auriga after a long career
in three-day event, that had left some mark on him.
After some rest and treatments that covered him with
green clay and rose cataplasms, he’s now ready to
his second life at L’Auriga. Strong bay, he’s now
measuring with the other horses, to establish the herd
hierarchy.

Doge Dandolo
For this elegant bay thoroughbred, the name of
the Venetian doge who brought back from the
fourth Crusade the famous four bronze horses
once in Costantinoopolis and now on the Basilica
of San Marco. The former owner of our Doge
wanted to be sure that her horse went into good
hands, and she sold him to us. As dominant as
only a doge can be, he is serious, trustworth and
competent while working. Doge is a little more
thoughtless when the rider is on his side.

Gatto Silvestro (after Warner’s Sylvester toon) is a 16 old
bay gelding, donated to the Association in 1994, in the
middle of a good agonistic career. Curious and sociable, he
was once very fearful. Today, he’s confident in man, with
whom he willingly works. Good jumper, and very reliable
with beginners.

Gipsy is the smallest of the group, and the boldest one:
once she was the protagonist of an evasion from the
Centre, followed by her harem. Always smiling and a
little vain, she’s the perfect companion for children. For
her determined attitude, she’s a good partner in the first
competitions. She’s with us from 1998.

When he was young, Maltinto was employed to carry
wood down from the Roman hills. Hard life, followed by
a worse period, when he was tied all day long in a field
near the Centre. After a solidarity contest among the
Centre members, he’s now showing his thankfullness.
Succesfully, judging from the fact that all the children
wanto to work with him, the Top Pony of the Centre.

Morello is 18. At L’Auriga since 1993, he’s fit for expert
equestrians, given his initiative and his natural impulse,
leading him to cooperate with the rider on the same level.
He’s more at ease with horsemates than with man. Bold in
the fields and a good walker, he likes carrots and paddock
evasions.

Olimpia
Very quiet and “smiling”, she likes humans,
especially kids. When she got to L’Auriga,
in May 2005, we didn’t know that she
would brigng a gift. She was pregnant, and
on May 8th 2006 Trilly, her daughter, was
born.

Paolina
She’s not the sister of Olimpia, but for
us she's Trilly’s aunt. Olpimpia and
Paolina arrived to L’Auriga together and
together they live here, with little Trilly.
Paolina is less warm with humans than
her “sister”: sometimes she tastes hands,
looking for carrots and caresses.

Pedro
His bray is famous, and even the “Corriere
della Sera” celebrated it. Young donkey,
we’d like to employ him with kids, as an
alternative to the pony, also to trespass that
cultural barriera against “asses”.

Point of View aka Popone is a sorrel gelding of 19,
entrusted to L’Auriga in 2000, after a jumper career. He’s
good tempered, patient and reliable. The most imposing
horse of the group, he’s fit for Vaulting and Adult
Rehabilitation.

…and all the others
They were with us, and for that we thank them: Zeus, Luzifer, Gigio, Barone,
Merlino, Duca, Grigia, Peppa, Snoopy, Freccia, Tibet, Zandaly, Baio, and more.

More info about L’Auriga:
www.lauriga.it
info@lauriga.it
Tel/Fax: +39 06 33612710
L’Auriga is in via Lonato 62 – 00188 Roma

